Structural iridescent tuned colors from self-assembled polymer opal surfaces.
Structural colors are the object of a wide scientific interest, not only for the potential technical applications of their intriguing optical properties but also for the need of coloring agents to replace toxic and carcinogenic dyes. We present a simple methodology to obtain polymer opal surfaces of self-assembled core-shell nanoparticles with different degree of order for structural color applications. Polymer nanospheres prepared by surfactant-free emulsion radical copolymerization of an hydrophobic and an hydrophilic comonomer (styrene and methacrylic acid) spontaneously assemble into core-shell particles. Nanoparticles with identical composition and different diameters were prepared by modulating the degree of ionization of the weakly acidic comonomer. We report experimental results revealing how the synthesis parameters affect the properties of the core-shell particles and their influence on the optical properties of the final polymer opal surfaces, which depend on size, charge, and packing arrangement of the constituent nanoparticles.